AGENDA

SPECIAL EDUCATION STATE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Center for Technology in Education (CTE)
6740 Alexander Bell Drive
Columbia, Maryland 21046

November 30, 2006

9:30 - 10:00  Vote on SESAC '06-'07 Priorities  
             Robin Shaffer
             - Assessment, Graduation Rate,
             - Parent Information and Training
             - Identify components, data and
             - other information needs

10:00-10:30  SPP Update #1
             Nancy Vorobey
             Preschool children with IEPs

10:30-11:30  SPP Update #2
             Ed Wulkan/Jill Chlan
             Complaints, Due Process Hearings,
             Resolution Sessions and Mediation

11:30-12:30  SPP Update #3/Lunch
             Rene Stiebing
             Disproportionality

12:30-1:00   Old Business/New Business
             Robin Shaffer
             - Website
             - SLP Legislation
             - IDEA Partnership—next steps
             - Future Agenda Items
             - Advice and feedback
             - Future Meeting Dates

1:00-2:00    SPP Update #4
             Linda Bluth
             General Supervision

2:00-3:00    SPP Update #5
             Tom Barkley
             Graduation, Dropout, and Transition